


WILCOX MACHINE COMPANY SUPPLIER QUALITY CLAUSES 

QA21 Supplier must ensure that all its personnel are aware of their contribution to product or service conformity; their contribution to product safety; and the 
importance of ethical behavior. 

General Quality Clauses combined for Processing suppliers, 

Processing suppliers must furnish processing certifications to Wilcox Machine purchase order requirements, and shall not process any parts for which they 
are not certificated or approved. Acceptable quality management system requirements are AC7004, IS09001, or AS9100; Wilcox Machine may make 

PRC-1 conditional exceptions based on supplier survey information or customer requirements. Suppliers must have the ability to ensure the adequacy of the 
special-process provided and provide Wilcox Machine the required documentation per purchase order requirements. 

For Processing suppliers QA 6, QA 7 - QA 21 are applicable. 

General Quality Clauses combined for Material suppliers. 

Material suppliers must furnish material certifications to Wilcox Machine purchase order requirements, and shall not supply material for which they are not 
certificated or approved. When noted on our purchase orders, raw material supplied must be USA domestic material. Acceptable quality management 

MAT-1 
system requirements are IS09001, AS9100 or AS9120; Wilcox Machine may make conditional exceptions based on supplier survey infonmation or 
applicable customer requirements. The Supplier must have the ability to ensure the adequacy of the product provided and provide Wilcox Machine the 
required documentation per purchase order requirements. 

For Material suppliers QA 6, QA 8, QA 9, QA 10, QA 11, QA 12, QA 13, QA 15- QA21 are applicable. 

General Quality Clauses combined for Machining and Manufacturing suppl'iers. 

MFG-1 The Supplier must have the ability to ensure the adequacy of the product provided to Wilcox Machine and provide the required documentation per
purchase order requirements. For Machining and Manufacturing suppliers QA 1, and QA 5 - QA 21 are applicable. 

General Quality Clauses combined for Calibration and Testing suppliers. 

Calibration and Testing suppliers must furnish calibration/test reports to Wilcox Machine purchase order requirements, and be traceable to the specific 
equipment or item for which they are calibrating or testing, traceability to NIST and/or other national or international standards must be supplied. IS09001, 

CAT-1 ISO 17025, Nadcap testing, ANSI Z540, and/or Navlap accreditation will be the quality management system requirements; Wilcox Machine may make 
conditional exceptions based on supplier survey information or applicable customer requirements. 

For Calibration and Testing suppliers QA 6, QA 8 - QA 21 are applicable. 
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